[This is the sales promotion I wrote that won me the prestigious Clayton Makepeace
Copywriting Challenge. I won a $12,500 contract—plus royalties—to write a sales acquisition
package for Weiss Research. But most importantly, I earned the opportunity to work with
and learn from legendary financial copywriter, Clayton Makepeace.]

REAL WEALTH REPORT
In 2000, I urged you to buy gold at a mere $260 per
ounce … BEFORE it exploded more than 584% to
$1,811 an ounce…
Now my urgent message to you is about a specter
haunting the financial and gold markets...
It's the specter of global unrest—bloody regional and
civil wars unlike anything we've seen since the 1930s.
Conflicts that may soon wreak havoc with your finances... further erode
your civil liberties... and maybe even endanger your personal safety.
Without a doubt, it is...

A WORLD GONE MAD!
The cycle of chaos is just beginning. Those brave enough to act now
could come out safely, unscathed and EXTRAORDINARILY WEALTHY
— surviving and even thriving through the impending insanity...
[Begin page 1 sidebar]
More about Global Crisis Investing:


War Cycles Send These Gold Mining Shares Soaring! page #



The 7 Global Conflicts Catapulting Gold to $5,000... page #



What's in your portfolio? Hopefully not these 10 mining stinkers... page #



EXPOSED! The Government's Secret War Against YOUR Gold... and the FREE
report that protects you... page #



Up an astonishing 458%... 1,371%... 2,528% — The 6 mining companies
you need to know about... page #



Much more inside...
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[End page 1 sidebar]
Dear Investor:
I'm Larry Edelson, editor of Real Wealth Report, and I need to be blunt with you.
We are living in unprecedented times. The so-called "rule book" that governed
investing in the past will NOT work for the shocking era we are now entering.

This is an era of global crisis... AND an era of opportunity.
From Istanbul to Rio de Janeiro, Syria to India, Thailand to Ukraine — the world’s
Internet-connected masses are rising up against incompetent, corrupt, increasingly
authoritarian governments … and the results will NOT be pretty.
As surprising as it may seem, combined with this rise in the war cycles—which I
have repeatedly warned my Real Wealth Report readers about—will be one of the
greatest market booms of our lifetimes.
Unfortunately, many ordinary investors will miss out on this opportunity due to bad
advice or blind panic.
These investors will fail to make the connection between these two apparently
contradictory events—the rise in global chaos and the explosion of new wealth and
financial opportunities.
Everything these investors thought they knew about protecting and growing their
wealth will be turned upside down in the months and years ahead.
These investors will seek shelter in the wrong investments and in the wrong
markets. They'll rely on strategies that worked for them 5, 10, 15 years ago... but
fail in today's era of chaos investing.
They'll desperately seek shelter in fiat money, worthless currencies with buying
power destined to erode...
They'll invest in markets that fluctuate wildly, leaving them scrambling to cover
their losses...
They'll chase after the billions of dollars and huge gains made by other
investors... only to find they are consistently late to the party.
Inevitably, their timing will be off in every market and in every opportunity they
invest in simply because they did not prepare themselves when they had the
chance.
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They ignored history. They learned nothing from the lessons of the past that teach
us exactly WHAT WE MUST DO TODAY to benefit from the enormous shifts violently
transforming the investing landscape.
Need proof? Well, global crisis investing has already begun. Let me show you
what I'm talking about...

War Cycles Send Gold Mining Shares Soaring!
Recently, investors stormed the gold markets after hearing the news of rising
terrorism in Iraq. Gold prices soared like a bat out of hell, up more than $50 in one
trading session alone.
ARCA Gold Bugs Index shot up 16.7% in less than a month. Some of my favorite
miners—the same ones I recommend to my readers—skyrocketed as much as
40% in a mere 20 days.
[Include below chart from Larry Edelson's blog post:
http://www.swingtradingdaily.com/2014/06/23/war-cycles-sending-gold-miningshares-soaring/]

Caption: Basket of gold miners up 16.7%—while some of my favorite miners are up
even more, as much as 40% in a mere 20 days.
While this rapid uptick in mining shares was astonishing to some investors, my
extensive research of war cycles and their effect on precious metal pricing indicates
this is just a taste of what's to come...
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A few years from now gold will likely fetch well over $5,000 an ounce …
silver will leap to more than $125 an ounce … and mining shares—to the
moon...
[Begin full-page sidebar. Information in sidebar summarized from Larry Edelson's
blog posts: http://www.swingtradingdaily.com/2014/04/14/the-true-specterhaunting-the-world-right-now/
http://www.swingtradingdaily.com/2014/06/23/war-cycles-sending-gold-miningshares-soaring/
http://www.swingtradingdaily.com/2014/07/21/war-drums-beating-ever-louderconsequences/]

The 7 Global Conflicts Catapulting Gold Prices...
I'm talking $2,000... $3,700... $5,000 an ounce
Nearly everywhere you turn, geopolitical unrest is exploding off the charts,
threatening to destroy the portfolios of almost all investors. Those who have not
prepared themselves for this new era of crisis investing will find themselves on the
wrong side of the markets... missing fleeting opportunities to protect themselves
with the one investment historically proven to survive desperate times — GOLD.
Just consider…
CONFLICT #1: Wars in the Middle East that could make the Iraq War look like a
minor skirmish.
 The Syrian civil war, which has already claimed 170,000 lives, is increasingly
drawing in nations across the Middle East, creating a regional conflict that
threatens to pit world powers against each other.
 Egypt is on the verge of civil war. Worse, some of the richest oil countries in
the world are now at each other’s throats because they each support
opposing sides in Egypt.
 Nuclear-armed Pakistan is descending into chaos. The Taliban is gaining
strength in the Northwest and ethnic warfare is spreading in the South.
 ISIS, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria—known for its harsh Wahhabist
interpretation of Islam, and brutal violence directed at Shia Muslims and
Christians—continues to terrorize the Middle East, brutalizing and murdering
thousands.
CONFLICT #2: A war between China and Japan over the immense gas and oil
reserves of the Spratly and Senkaku Islands. Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia and the
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Philippines could all be dragged into this conflict as China claims territorial
jurisdiction, seizing waters and land away from these countries.
“The risk of conflict in the South China Sea is significant,” reports the U.S. based
Council of Foreign Relations.
And as scary as this scenario might be, it’s not the only war that could erupt in
Asia...
CONFLICT #3: The North Korean wild card that could trigger World War III.
In response to threats from North Korea on Seoul and Washington, the U.S. and
South Korean governments have recently signed a new joint security agreement,
laying out contingency plans and responses against North Korea should war break
out.
According to The New York Times, the joint agreement insists on the right of both
countries to “immediately and decisively respond to any North Korean provocation.”
Military conflict is not limited to Asia, however...
CONFLICT #4: Europe is about to break in two — split between rich countries
at the core and bankrupt countries on the periphery.
“The world is at a crossroads in history,” writes Britain’s Daily Mail newspaper.
“Vast, untamable economic forces are remaking the landscape of international
affairs.”
As bad as the Great Recession has been in the United States, it pales in comparison
to the full-scale Depression now occurring throughout Europe, especially in the east
and south.
Economic austerity measures, imposed by the central EU government and insisted
on by Germany, are sparking ultra-nationalist, potentially neo-fascist movements
across the Continent.
Riots have broken out in bloody protests in Athens, Rome, Madrid, Paris and, most
recently, Istanbul.
CONFLICT #5: All of Africa. Twenty-four African countries are now engaged in
wars, involving 146 different militia-guerrillas, separatist and anarchic groups.
CONFLICT #6: Boko Haram continues its rampage, murdering and kidnapping
hundreds of innocent people in its crusade to create an Islamic state.
CONFLICT #7: Vladimir Putin, bullying his way through Eastern Europe.
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“Russia has threatened NATO with military strikes against Poland and Romania if
missile defense radar and interceptors are deployed in Eastern Europe,” reports
the Daily Telegraph.
The paper quotes General Nikolai Makarov, Russia’s most senior military
commander, that “a decision to use destructive force preemptively will be taken if
the situation worsens.”
Equally worrisome for the U.S., reports say Putin is attempting to reopen a Russian
base in Cuba.

All told, there are now a record 61 countries involved in wars and
540 militia, anarchist, religious and separatist groups.
[End full-page sidebar]

For over 30 years, I’ve studied the relationships between
economic trends and warfare...
Make no mistake about it: The cycles of war I research and write about ARE REAL.
These cycles are based on scientific studies of both domestic and international war
data. I've published my findings as part of my work as Executive Director of the
Foundation for the Study of Cycles.
What I've discovered is that war cycles are as concrete as the seasons of the year.
They tell you, in no uncertain terms, when society is most likely to be predisposed
to conflict, both domestically and internationally.
They also show a clear relationship between worldwide strife and the functioning of
the financial markets, the flow of money between nations, and the stockpiling of
precious assets.
The fact is that the war cycles are now ramping up all the way into the year 2020,
and with an intensity that even I underestimated...
(Below chart from Larry Edelson's blog post:
http://www.swingtradingdaily.com/2014/07/07/july-4-weekend-yet-wwiii-isalready-underway/)
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I understand if reading this makes you feel uncomfortable, uncertain... perhaps
even frightened for the security of yourself, your loved ones and your country. I
certainly get no pleasure in reporting my findings. But the stark truth of our global
situation is clear and undeniable...

World War III has ALREADY begun... Are you ready?
I've told you about the wars in the Middle East... the real prospect of war over oil
and gas resources between China and Japan... the North Korean wildcard... the
European Depression that's instigating bloody protests... ISIS and its worldwide
terror strategies... and Vladmir Putin's belligerence and warmongering in Eastern
Europe.
Because this is just the beginning of a world gone mad, it’s extremely important
you act NOW to have a road map in place to guide you through what’s about to
happen. Your retirement savings and your financial security are all riding on the
investment decisions you make today as we enter this long period of global
upheaval.
Get your investing moves wrong, and you will lose, big time. Get them right, and
you will win. It’s all up to you.
For many months now, I've been advising my readers on specific strategies that will
help them weather the coming storms. Using my knowledge of economic and war
cycles, I've helped many of my readers build a fortress of wealth based on the
strength of carefully selected gold and mining stocks.
Now I want to help you.
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I firmly believe it's critical you build a core, diversified portfolio of the RIGHT mining
shares if you want to take advantage of the next major leg up in the gold and silver
bull market. And I'll tell you about some of these companies in the next few pages.
Additionally, I'll spell out five dangers—major, potentially deadly traps that many
gold mining companies have fallen into.
And I’ll also NAME 10 well-known mining companies that you must AVOID or, if you
own them, must DUMP as soon as possible.

Why the Time Has Never Been Better for Gold
My research shows that powerful forces are in the process of creating historic
bottoms in the price of gold, silver and other precious metals…
Once that happens, there’s no telling how high they will soar as the cycle of
international conflicts escalates and intensifies. Investors will seek the safety and
value that gold provides over all other investments.
All of this is vitally important—because if you listen to the many pundits out there
who think they know the gold market, you will MISS many of the huge profit
opportunities that are now on the horizon.
Many of them claim, for instance, that gold or mining shares can’t rise when the
dollar and interest rates are rising.
Sorry — but that’s pure baloney. Gold can and OFTEN DOES rise right along with
the dollar and interest rates.
And sure enough — just recently — even while the U.S. dollar rallied and interest
rates shot higher — gold jumped from $1,178 to nearly $1,300!
In this volatile gold market, fast action is key to successful investing.
For example, in September 2011, I warned my readers that gold prices were about
to plunge. I urged them to SELL their gold bullion — or at the very least, to hedge
their positions with an inverse ETF.
If they heeded that recommendation, they insulated their money from the price
decline that followed.
If they didn’t, they lost up to 38% of their money as gold bullion fell, just as I
predicted.
But if you think that’s a big loss, wait till you see what happened next. A month
later, I urged my readers to dump their gold mining stocks.
If they did, their money was safe and secure as mining shares plunged.
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But if they failed to follow my recommendation, their losses would have been nearly
DOUBLE the losses in bullion— or more.
You can see it right here in this chart of the Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF.

I issued my now-famous “sell” signal just days after gold hit $1,920 an ounce and
most mining companies also hit their record highs.
In the months that followed, the AVERAGE mining company lost 63% of its value,
wiping out $243 billion of shareholder wealth.
The carnage among smaller mining stocks was even worse:




The average small mining company lost 78% of its value ...
Some juniors, like Allied Nevada Gold Corp., lost as much as 87% of their
value ...
And dozens more — like Patagonia Gold, Mariana Resources, and Gryphon
Gold Corp — were delisted, are in danger of outright bankruptcy, and will
likely cause a 100% wipeout for investors!

But here’s the big payoff for investors:
With this massive decline in gold shares—combined with expanding global
conflicts—we are now at or close to one of the greatest BUYING opportunities in this
cycle, perhaps in this century.
But before I go further, I must give you …
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One of My Most Important Warnings EVER For Gold and
Silver Investors
If you think you can just jump in willy-nilly to buy beaten-down mining shares to
make a bundle of money, PLEASE — think again!
Many of today’s surviving mining companies will either FAIL to produce major
gains...
Or file for bankruptcy, leaving you holding the bag even as gold and silver start to
soar again.
Why? There are several reasons. But let me address them in terms of the two main
types of mining companies out there, seniors and juniors.
In the senior sector, many big miners have their market timing all messed up. And
they’re making serious mistakes.
They are now starting to hedge their gold again, thinking gold is in a bear market.
That’s going to be disastrous for them going forward when gold and silver suddenly
explode higher.
These senior miners are not going to be able to get back to the share valuations
they experienced before, because they’ve sold forward their gold and silver at lower
prices.
Plus, many senior miners went on a crazy acquisition spree when gold was at
$1,800 and $1,900, buying up properties and tiny resource miners at premiums —
by borrowing huge sums of capital. The debt burdens on their balance sheets are
going to crush those companies’ earnings and valuations.
Bottom line: There are very few expertly managed senior mining
companies left that will fully participate in the next major leg up in the
precious metals markets!
Most of the junior mining sector is in even worse shape.
First, many juniors also took on way too much debt at the top of the gold market to
buy additional properties. Now they are finding those properties are too expensive
to feasibly mine, and they too are going to choke on their debts as interest rates
continue to rise.
Or they’re going to have to raise oodles of capital via secondary share offerings,
diluting the heck out of existing shareholders.
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Second, many junior miners do not have the seasoned management needed to
navigate the next bull market in the metals. They all-too-often behave like
wildcatting speculators who simply do not know how to manage a company.
They run their businesses like gamblers who walk into a casino and drop all their
money on a single number of the roulette table.
If their number hits, yes, they win big. If not, they LOSE EVERYTHING — and
everyone’s money — in the process.
A third reason many juniors won’t cut the mustard in the months and years ahead
is that many of them ventured into far-flung places around the globe, including
politically unstable countries, to hunt down more gold and silver properties.
That, too, is dangerous, risking nationalization of properties or heavy tax rates and
royalties when mineral-rich properties are found.
With that in mind, I want to give you the names of …

10 Mining Companies I Wouldn’t Touch with a 10-Foot Pole
If you own any shares or warrants in any of them, DUMP them and don’t look back.
They’re too heavily indebted. Or their total cost of production is too high.
Or they’re starting to re-hedge their gold and silver reserves and resources.
Or they’re suffering from a mix of all three.
To take advantage of the next leg of this massive gold market, you must avoid
these 10 traps:
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Barrick Gold ............................ ABX
AngloGold Ashanti .................. AU
Newcrest Mining ..................... NCMGF
Endeavor Silver on the TSE ..... EDR
Great Panther Silver ................ GPL
Paramount Gold ...................... PZG
Rubicon Minerals .................... RBY
Richmont Mines ...................... RIC
Nevsun Resources ................... NSU
Fortuna Silver .......................... FSM
Instead, you'll need to create a diversified portfolio of cream-of-the-crop miners.
Let me break them down for you in two categories.
The first category is what I call tried-and-true performers — for your core
portfolio.
This small, select group of companies includes both rock solid junior miners with
low production costs, good properties, and good management — plus some key
senior miners that have successfully avoided the traps most others are now caught
in, and that will do well in the months and years ahead.
This core, diversified portfolio includes companies like ...
Junior Miner #1 — a company with nearly 19 million ounces of proven gold and
nearly 40 million ounces of resources.
At a gold price of $1,250, that’s an asset base of $32.9 billion. What’s more, buying
shares in this company gives you great leverage on the price of gold. It’s almost
like buying gold at just $175 an ounce — at an 86% discount to today’s gold price.
My three-year target: A 393% gain.
Junior Miner #2 — another gem with a whopping 89 million ounces of gold worth
$111.3 billion, giving you even greater leverage. Why?
Because buying its shares gives you an interest in its gold reserves at a mere $78
an ounce — a whopping 94% discount from today’s already low gold price.
My three-year price target: A 294% gain.
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The second category of mining shares to buy is what I call “high-octane
performers.” They are more speculative but still have solid business models.
I’m talking about a select portfolio of junior mining companies with high betas,
which means their share prices move up at a far faster pace than their peers.
High-octane performer #1 produces silver at roughly $11 an ounce — about
60% of what you’d have to pay to buy silver bullion today — even after factoring in
all costs.
High-octane performer #2 is sitting on as much as 19 million ounces of gold at a
total ownership and production cost of just $262 an ounce — like buying gold at a
79% discount. And ...
High-octane performer #3, with as much as 53 million ounces of gold, is
especially appealing because it doesn’t have to worry about the increasing costs of
mining or anything else for that matter. Its primary business model is simply to sit
back, let others do the hard work, and collect a stream of royalties.
In gold’s first phase up, these three high-octane performers posted gains of
1,577% ... 3,742% ... 11,186% respectively.
That’s enough to turn a modest $10,000 investment into $167,700 ... $384,200 ...
or even $1.1 MILLION.
However, as you might expect, once you’ve selected the right stocks such as these,
timing is critical.
That's why I provide my readers with flash alerts telling them when to sit tight on
their existing precious metal holdings. I tell them when to hedge their holdings, via
an inverse ETF, such as the PowerShares DB Gold Short ETN (DGZ).
And when it's time to pull the trigger, I give my readers full details on the
enormous bargains in the precious metal markets. These are the investments that
will protect my readers from the madness of bankrupt governments... rising geopolitical conflict... and more.
Unfortunately, because you are not yet a member of my Real Wealth Report, you
are not on the list to receive these all-important recommendations.
But we can remedy that right now. And in a moment, I’ll tell you how...
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[Begin sidebar]

A Standing Ovation for Real Wealth Report
“Real Wealth Report has been a turnaround in my portfolio performance. Larry has
an amazing insight into what is happening in the world and why. I would not miss
his advice.” — Maurice K., Winnipeg, Canada
“The flow of analysis is way at the top compared to other leading international
advisory services!” — Rolf H., Macomb IL
“You have the soundest approach to analyzing developments and coming up with
investment strategies to get good returns and minimize potential losses.” — Robert
K., Houston, TX
[End sidebar]
[Beginning of full page of Larry's credentials]

Meet the Editor, LARRY EDELSON…

Uniquely qualified to help protect your
wealth during an era of global crisis

Larry Edelson has dedicated his entire adult life to helping investors protect and
grow their income, savings, investments and retirement accounts:
■ OVER THREE DECADES OF EXPERIENCE: Mr. Edelson began his career on Wall
Street in 1978. In 1980, he founded his own successful international brokerage,
financial analysis and money management firm with offices in New York, Hamburg,
Dusseldorf, Vienna, and Osaka, Japan.
■ BILLION-DOLLAR GOLD TRADER: Mr. Edelson has served as one of the world’s
largest gold traders, responsible for as much as $1.6 billion in daily gold trading in
today’s dollars.
■ FUND INSIDER: Larry has managed several multi-million-dollar natural resource
and commodity based private investment funds.
■ MARKET SEER EXTRAORDINAIRE: Mr. Edelson has successfully called nearly
all the major turning points in the natural resource markets for decades—including
the 21-year bear market in precious metals between 1980 and 2000, and the bull
market that more than quadrupled gold prices since 2001.
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■ GLOBAL AUTHORITY: Widely respected throughout the financial industry for the
accuracy of his analysis, forecasts and investment recommendations, Mr. Edelson is
frequently featured in Forbes magazine and on Bloomberg, CBS MarketWatch,
CNBC and other major financial media around the globe.
■ STUDENT OF HISTORY: An acknowledged authority on economic and
investment cycles, Mr. Edelson serves as Executive Director of the prestigious
Foundation for the Study of Cycles.
■ INVESTOR CHAMPION: Mr. Edelson founded his Real Wealth Report monthly
newsletter in 2004 with one objective in mind: To help you protect yourself and
profit from the falling dollar by harnessing the remarkable moneymaking power of
rising natural resource stocks.
[Begin sidebar]

Three decades of amazingly accurate forecasts...
Mr. Edelson has successfully called nearly all the major turning points in the world’s
macroeconomic trends, including ...
✓ The 21-year bear market in precious metals between 1980 and 2000...
✓ The Stock Market Crash of 1987 and its subsequent rally to new highs by 1990...
✓ The peak of the stock market bubble in 2000...
✓ The new bull market in natural resources that began in 2001...
✓ Major turning points in the currency markets, including the now multi-year-long
decline in the dollar ...
✓ The start of the major bull markets in Asian economies and stocks in 2004...
✓ The major bottom in stocks in March 2009, stating on March 16, “expect a giant
rally back to over 10,000 in the Dow.”
[End sidebar]
[End of full page of Larry's credentials]

A Golden Window of Opportunity is Now Opening...
The exact same forecasting tools that allowed me to be one of the first—if not THE
first—to predict the great 11-year-long bull market in gold back in 2000…
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That empowered me to accurately call virtually every major turn in the market
since…
That gave me the ability to warn you that a substantial pullback was about to drive
gold prices lower beginning in September of 2011 …
Are now virtually screaming that we are very close to a rock bottom in the gold
market—and from a powerful new breakout that will likely take gold prices into the
stratosphere over the next few years.
What could this mean for YOU? Well, if you followed my short term “buy” and “sell”
signals on gold ETFs since 2000, you could have grabbed big gains in short
amounts of time: A 27% gain in 20 days … a 41% gain in 17 days … a 55% gain in
16 days … and a 94% gain in just 20 days.
Plus, had you heeded my major “buy” and “sell” signals on the yellow metal since
2000, you could have grabbed profits like...







A 150.5% gain
A 288.8% gain
A 301.5% gain
A 415.4% gain
A 554.8% gain
A 750.1% gain
into more than

in AuRico Gold…
in Harmony Gold…
in AngloGold Ashanti…
in Newmont Mining…
in gold Fields Ltd. and…
in IAMGOLD Corp. — enough to turn every $1,000 invested
$85,000!

And believe it or not, these are not even close to the biggest gainers you could
have jumped on:






Agnico Eagle Mines jumped 850.2%…
Kinross Gold Corp. jumped 877.8%…
Newcrest Mining jumped 1,059.4%…
Goldcorp jumped 1,248%…
Royal Gold jumped 2,957.9%…

That gain in Royal Gold alone would have been enough to turn a $40,000
investment into more than $1.2 million!

More than gold: Silver, platinum and palladium TOO!
If you know anything about the gold market, you know that the yellow metal
almost never rises in a vacuum. More often than not, it pulls other important metals
up along with it.
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Between October of 2000 and September of 2011, gold prices surged 632.5%. But
during that same time, silver prices soared 823.5%.
Impressed? Better hang onto your hat!
While these metals surged, the stock of companies that produced them did even
better— with gains of 1,120% …1,785% … up to 2,528%.
Silver, Platinum or Palladium
Mining Company
Hecla Mining Co
Gold Reserve Inc.
Freeport-McMoran
Stillwater Mining
Coeur Mining Inc
Newmont Mining

Gain Trough to Peak
2,528.0%
2,465.8%
1,785.9%
1,371.6%
1,120.6%
458.8%

While I can’t tell you the exact day that the new gold and precious metals rally will
take place, I can tell you this: The action you take today will determine your future.
That’s why I am urging you to become a member of my Real Wealth Report service.
Every monthly issue is packed with incisive economic analysis and guidance, and
specific and practical recommendations designed to protect your wealth, grow your
nest egg, and increase your income so you can live well no matter which way the
markets turn.

Plus, look at all the privileges you get as a Real Wealth
Report member…
 Every day you’ll have my staff and me working behind the scenes to bring
you crucial, up-to-the-minute intelligence and breaking news on geopolitical
developments that will have a dramatic impact on your investments.
 Every time world events affect our holdings, you’ll receive an e-mail flash
alert from us detailing the specific actions we’re taking to safeguard your
wealth and maximize your profits.
 Every month, you’ll get my complete forecasts regarding where the gold,
silver and other commodities are headed, via my Real Wealth Report, along
with my unhedged “Buy,” “sell,” and “hold” signals for our entire Real Wealth
Report portfolio.
 Every 90 days you’ll also receive a V.I.P. invitation to my online briefings,
where I meet with my Real Wealth Report members—not only to give you my
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advance forecast and recommendations for the upcoming quarter... but also
to answer your individual questions.
In addition, you’ll also receive a second free subscription to the daily online
newsletter, Money and Markets, where we bring you our unhedged, no-holdsbarred news analysis and investment recommendations every day the markets are
open.
And that’s not all …
Join my Real Wealth Report service today and I’ll send you FIVE special
reports— EACH WORTH $79 —as my gift to you absolutely FREE.
Not just any reports, mind you, but important guides designed to help shield and
increase your wealth during the worst of the tumultuous times ahead.
These include:
Free Report No. 1: Gold at $5,000: Your Guide for the Next Bull Market!
Please don’t buy a penny’s worth of gold until you read this report. All too often,
investors jump into gold thinking they can’t get ripped off. During the uncertain
times ahead, scam artists will try to lure you into "golden schemes" that will leave
you broke if you fall for them.
In this exclusive guide, I will show you not only where insiders place their bets, but
also:
 How to avoid the biggest rip-offs when buying gold bullion coins.
 The best way to buy gold in absolute privacy.
 My confidential “short list” of reputable gold dealers.
If you fear you’ve waited too long to buy gold stocks and missed one of the most
profitable bull markets ever, think again.
As you read this report, you’ll discover how virtually all the factors that have
depressed gold prices — central bank selling, speculative selling (the “carry trade”),
forward-selling by mines, and soaring supplies — will soon be history.
I give you all the reasons why I believe skyrocketing gold prices are virtually locked
in for the next few years.
But best of all... I introduce you to my 7 top gold stocks that give you the potential
to multiply your money over and over again in the months and years ahead.
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Free Report No. 2: A World Gone Mad: War Cycle Investing 101
You're probably familiar with the quote by George Santayana: "Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it."
I wrote this exclusive report so you won't have to repeat the mistakes made by the
many investors who have lost their life savings during times of historic upheaval.
Using my three decades of research on war cycles, I'll show you how to...
 Understand the history of war cycles and their relevance to your investing
strategies.
 Reject the so-called "tried and true" techniques that simply don't work in a
world turned upside down by global turmoil.
 Prepare yourself psychologically so you don't succumb to panic investing
spurred by the hysteria unfolding around you.
 Recognize the key factors to identifying investments that could not only
provide a safe haven for your wealth... but could ultimately grow up to
3, 4 or 7 times your original investment!
Many, many investors have gotten rich during times of chaos simply by
acknowledging and following these guidelines for war cycle investing. This is the
kind of enormous wealth that once made gets passed down in families from
generation to generation.
This primer shows you exactly what you need to do to be a successful investor in
the years ahead. You'll rest easy at night knowing you are one of the few who acted
to protect their wealth before it was too late.
Free Report No. 3: EXPOSED! The Government's Secret War Against YOUR
Gold... and What You Can Do to Protect Your Wealth
August 15, 1971 was one of the most destructive days in the history of the United
States' economy...
It was on this day President Nixon signed the order ending America's use of the
gold standard to back its currency, thereby sealing the eventual demise of the U.S
dollar.
And it was also the day that our government's great conspiracy to manipulate the
price of gold began.
In this report, I'll explain why understanding the connection between gold and the
dollar is crucial to your investing success. I'll also tell you...
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 Why China believes the U.S. government is deliberately suppressing the price
of gold.
 How the government responded in 2011 when Ron Paul requested an audit of
the gold held in the Federal Reserves' vaults.
 The government's dirty little secret that allows it to legally access your
bank's safe deposit box looking for your gold and other assets.
 5 safe ways you can get in on the boom in the gold market without putting
yourself at risk of the government stealing it right out of your pocket.
Free Report No. 4: A World Gone Mad Prep Guide for Dow 31,000!
After reading my next few statements, you might think, "Larry has definitely lost
his marbles." But I ask you to hear me out...
The collapsing governments in Europe and the U.S. will be just about the
best thing that could happen for the U.S. stock market.
It's no secret Western governments and their Western-style, largely socialist, huge
entitlement programs are on the verge of going bust. We've already seen it happen
in Greece with disastrous results.
As Western governments teeter and the banking system crashes again—and it will
crash—stocks will be deemed to be a safer place to put your money than just about
anything else. The private sector will become the recipient of a tsunami of cash
previously eaten up by the public sector.
All this will send stocks into an explosive move higher... catapulting the Dow to
31,000 over the next three years.
By understanding the powerful undercurrents in the world today, you will be well
positioned to make a fortune in many U.S. stocks—including the mining stocks I
recommend to my readers.
My guide tells you what to expect as government after government collapses... how
to ride out these storms safely while preserving your wealth... and how and when
to jump back into the market to capture the profits of a lifetime.
Free Report No. 5: Cracking the Commodities Code for Soaring Profits
The bull market in natural resources didn’t begin yesterday. It started early in the
21st century as gold and oil prices hit bottom and turned decisively higher.
Nor will it end tomorrow.
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Quite the contrary, I am convinced that the bull market in commodities could last
for many years longer as:




Fierce battles over oil have driven its price to new record highs ...
Intense competition for uranium, copper, steel and gold soars as China and
India face off. And ...
The U.S. systematically devalues the dollar to “inflate away” its mountains of
unpayable debts.

Indeed, we may be witnessing a “commodity super cycle”— the kind of once-in-a
century event that can last for decades and send prices higher than you dared to
imagine.
And this special report is my way of alerting you so you can convert this explosive
situation into potential gains that could make the last wave of the natural resource
bull market look small by comparison.

Your 5 free reports will show you step-by-step how to reap
huge profits in this new era of investing...
While these reports together are valued at $395, I’m going to give all of them to
you for FREE — all for accepting a no-risk trial membership to my monthly Real
Wealth Report service, where our one and only mission is:
To provide you with 100% independent research and in-depth analysis
needed to protect your wealth and maximize your profits.
With gold and other precious metals about to soar in value and continue rising for
the next 3 years, I guarantee that’s information you’ll want on a daily basis.
That’s why I’ve made it possible for you to join us here at Real Wealth Report for
up to 78% off our regular subscription price and receive all five of our wealthenhancing reports for free.
My motive is very simple: To give you the resources you need to protect and
preserve your wealth in these dangerous times.
So instead of paying $198 for a full year’s worth of Real Wealth Report delivered to
your e-mail box monthly… if you join me now, you’ll receive 12 issues of Real
Wealth Report, plus a copy of "Gold at $5,000: Your Guide for the Next Bull
Market !" — a $277 total value — for just $49.
For an even better deal, consider a two-year membership for $89 — and I'll
send you ALL FIVE bonus reports for FREE! That’s a savings of $307 off the
normal two-year rate.
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That means you'll receive ALL 5 REPORTS designed to help you prosper during one
of the greatest economic booms of our lifetimes:
 FREE REPORT #1: Gold at $5,000: Your Guide for the Next Bull Market!
 FREE REPORT #2: A World Gone Mad: War Cycle Investing 101
 FREE REPORT #3: EXPOSED! The Government's Secret War Against YOUR
Gold... and What You Can Do to Protect Your Wealth
 FREE REPORT #4: A World Gone Mad Prep Guide for Dow 31,000!
 FREE REPORT #5: Cracking the Commodities Code for Soaring Profits
Combined with the $395 special reports you’ll receive for free, that’s a total savings
and value of a whopping $702!
For a little over 12 CENTS PER DAY, you'll know you've taken a huge step
toward safeguarding your future, your wealth and your family's security
against the upcoming tidal wave of global chaos.
Interested in trying out The Real Wealth Report without risking a penny? Well, then
you'll be happy to hear about our...

$5,000 or FREE Money-Back Guarantee
Just call TOLL-FREE 1-800-291-8545 or complete and mail the Free Gift Certificate
on page # in the enclosed postage-paid reply envelope today.
Then, take as long as you like — up to a full year — to make your final decision.
You must agree that Real Wealth Report has made you — or saved you — at least
$5,000. If not, just let us know.
Even if you decide to cancel on the very last day before your membership expires,
we will rush you a full refund of every penny you paid.
And, of course, we’ll insist that you keep all your free reports and every issue of
Real Wealth Report we’ve sent you in the meantime.
Over the past 34 years, I’ve helped my readers protect and build their
wealth through Wall Street’s biggest financial crises.
The thanks I have received from my readers over the years are truly humbling.
Rev. James B. of Powhatan, Virginia, wrote me personally to say …
“Confidence in your honest predictions has helped to allay any worry about losing
my retirement funds. I am 50% better off because of trusting Larry.”
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Longtime subscriber Randy O. of Irving, Texas, also wrote me to say how our
advanced forecasts and timely recommendations have helped him secure his
family’s future …
“I began subscribing to Real Wealth Report before gold was at $300 an ounce, so
you know my portfolio is up several hundred percent.”
New subscriber Mike C. of Inverness, Illinois, is equally glad that he’s joined.
“I’ve only been a subscriber for a couple of months. So far I’m very impressed.
These moves saved me approximately $50,000 in the last two months.”
Other subscribers, like George E. of San Francisco, CA, appreciate our
straightforward, no B.S. approach to investing …
“Your clear and simple descriptions and instructions make it much easier to invest.”
… while one of our many international subscribers, Mariano L. in Madrid, Spain, had
this to say …
“I love your insight of the behind-the-curtains issues out there and your timely
calls.”
And what could be more gratifying than this message from Roger V. of Maylands,
WA …
“I bought a lifetime subscription to Weiss Elite mainly to have lifetime access to
Real Wealth Report. I would not want to be without it in the dangerous times
ahead.”
For these reasons, I hope you will join me today too, because now is not a time to
take a wait-and-see approach.
Simply fill out the Free Gift Certificate on page # and mail it today in the
convenient postage-paid envelope provided and activate your membership at
savings of up to $307 off the regular rate.
Or call our TOLL-FREE number at 1-800-291-8545 to activate your membership
right away.
And, when you pay by credit card, you’ll benefit from our automatic renewal plan.
Each time your membership is about to renew, you’ll be notified ahead of time.
You’ll always get our lowest renewal rate and you’ll never miss an issue. That will
save you as much as 78% every year. Plus, you can cancel or opt out of autorenew at any time after this purchase.
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Be sure to act right away: My indicators are telling me that new recommendations
could be triggered at any moment.
If you hesitate now, you could miss them. More importantly, you could miss a
series of similar opportunities coming in rapid-fire succession in the weeks ahead,
all of which have life-changing profit potential.
For the fastest service, you can call my office TOLLFREE at 1-800-291-8545 and
my staff will assist you with everything.
Or, simply fill out the enclosed order form to get started.
Best wishes,
Larry Edelson
P.S. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FAST-RESPONSE BONUS: Join by phone today
and before you hang up, our operator will NAME …
1. My #1 core gold stock: 876% gains possible!
2. My #1 diversified natural resources company: The potential to TRIPLE your
investment!
3. My #1 international oil player: Huge profit potential! CALL TOLL FREE 1-800291-8545 now!

Copyright © by Weiss Research, Inc., Real Wealth Report 15430 Endeavour Drive,
Jupiter, Florida 33478; 561-627-3300. Sales: 800- 291-8545. Real Wealth Report
(“RWR”) is published by Weiss Research, Inc. and does not provide investment
advice tailored to each individual’s circumstances. The comments, graphs,
forecasts, and indices published in RWR are based upon data whose accuracy is
deemed reliable but not guaranteed. The performance reported by subscribers in
this report may differ from what you experience. Although Real Wealth Report
accepts subscriber testimonials in good faith and requires signed affidavits, we have
insufficient information to determine if the results are typical. Your results may vary
due to many factors, such as how closely you follow the recommendations, the
specific price you get, or the commissions you pay. As with all investments, losses
are also possible. Data date: September 2014. Report date: 09/24/14.
[Begin page describing free reports]
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You get 5 Special Reports — a $395 value — FREE with our
risk-free trial of Real Wealth Report:
IMPORTANT GUIDES designed to help you protect your assets and make the most
of the impending bull market in gold and other precious metals and commodities:
GOLD AT $5,000: YOUR GUIDE FOR THE NEXT BULL MARKET!
How to avoid the biggest rip-offs when buying gold bullion coins. The best way to
buy gold in absolute privacy, and … a confidential “short list” of reputable gold
dealers.
Discover how virtually all the factors that have depressed gold prices are now
history and why skyrocketing gold prices are virtually locked in for the next few
years. You get my seven top gold stocks … and the best potential to multiply your
money over and over again the months and years ahead.
A WORLD GONE MAD: WAR CYCLE INVESTING 101
Don't get caught off-guard when the proverbial "stuff" hits the fan. This primer
shows you exactly what you need to know to be a successful investor in the
turbulent years ahead.
You'll learn about the history of war cycles and how they affect your investing
strategies. You'll learn about the "chaos proof" investments that could double or
even triple in value in the next few years.
While others are losing their heads and succumbing to panic, you'll confidently
know which investment path to take to ensure your profitable future.
EXPOSED! THE GOVERNMENT'S SECRET WAR AGAINST YOUR GOLD... AND
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO PROTECT YOUR WEALTH
Is it any wonder the U.S. government might be secretly eyeing your gold and other
assets for itself? With its massive debt, unfunded liabilities and the high cost of
years of warfare, the government is on the hunt for assets. And the shiny metal is
one of its greatest prizes.
In this report, I give you real-world actions you can take TODAY to protect your
precious metals from prying hands. I'll show you the best ways to take advantage
of the greatest gold boom of our time without putting yourself at risk of the
government stealing it right out from under you.
A WORLD GONE MAD PREP GUIDE FOR DOW 31,000!
The house of cards that's been holding up governments and banks is about to
collapse. In this report, I prepare you for surviving and thriving during the insanity
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to come. I'll show you exactly what led to this madness and how this knowledge
can give you the edge to build a fortress of security and wealth.
As the Dow soars to 31,000 (and perhaps even beyond), you'll have the strategies
you need to confidently invest in the right stocks at the right time.
CRACKING THE COMMODITIES CODE FOR SOARING PROFITS
With oil prices reaching new record highs and intense competition for precious
metals … we are in the midst of a “commodity super cycle.” In this special report, I
show you how to convert this explosive situation into potential gains.

To join me now, simply complete and mail the Free Gift Certificate on
page # of this report now or Call TOLL-FREE: 1-800-291-8545.
[End page describing free reports]
[Begin order form page]

FREE GIFT CERTIFICATE
$702 in FREE GIFTS and DISCOUNTS!
 Special Introductory Offer — Save 78% - Up To $307 OFF!
 5 Bonus Reports — a $395 Value — FREE!
 $5,000 or FREE Membership Guarantee

YES, LARRY! I want to protect my assets and actually GROW my wealth
during these precarious times. Please accept my new membership in your
Real Wealth Report newsletter service as indicated below.
I understand that I must be delighted with the profits I earn, or I’m entitled to a
refund under the terms of your membership guarantee. And, when I pay by credit
card, I’ll benefit from your automatic renewal plan. Each time my membership is
about to renew, you will notify me ahead of time.
Plus. I’ll lock in this low discounted price forever — I’ll never pay a penny more as
long as I remain an active subscriber. That will save me as much as 78% every
year.
BEST VALUE — Two years, $702 in total SAVINGS! I pay just $89 and
receive FIVE FREE Bonus Reports that will help me survive, thrive and profit during
the turbulent times ahead—
BONUS REPORT #1: Gold at $5,000: Your Guide for the Next Bull Market!
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BONUS REPORT #2: A World Gone Mad: War Cycle Investing 101
BONUS REPORT #3: EXPOSED! The Government's Secret War Against YOUR Gold...
and What You Can Do to Protect Your Wealth
BONUS REPORT #4: A World Gone Mad Prep Guide for Dow 31,000!
BONUS REPORT #5: Cracking the Commodities Code for Soaring Profits
Add it all up — a $395 value, FREE!
GREAT VALUE — One year, $228 in total SAVINGS! I pay just $49 and
receive Gold at $5,000: Your Guide for the Next Bull Market! — a $79 value, FREE!

Please select your method of payment:

VISA

MASTERCARD

DISCOVER

AMERICAN EXPRESS

Card #:___________________________Expires: _________
Signature:_________________________________________
Please print legibly:
NAME: ______________________________________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________
CITY: __________________________STATE: ___ ZIP: _______
IMPORTANT if there’s a question about your order:
Daytime Phone: (

) ________-_____________

REQUIRED to receive your special Flash Alerts and daily updates:
Email Address: ______________________@_______________
THANK YOU! Please return this completed certificate in the postage-paid envelope
provided to:
REAL WEALTH REPORT ■ 15430 Endeavor Drive ■ Jupiter, FL ■ 33478
[Begin order form sidebar]
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THREE EASY WAYS TO JOIN:
1. BY MAIL: Simply complete this handy Free Gift Certificate and return it today in
the postage-paid envelope provided.
2. BY FAX: Complete this certificate and fax the entire page to 1-561-625-6685.
3. BY TELEPHONE: Just have your credit card handy and call: TOLL-FREE 1-800291-8545
FAST-RESPONSE BONUS: Join by phone today and before you hang up, our
operator will NAME …
1. My #1 core gold stock: 876% gains possible!
2. My #1 diversified natural resources company: The potential to TRIPLE your
investment!
3. My #1 international oil player: Huge profit potential!
[End order form sidebar] [End order form page]
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[Back page]

REAL WEALTH REPORT
This is an era of global crisis... AND an era
of opportunity.
"Let me help you prepare for one of the
GREATEST MARKET BOOMS of a lifetime...
with the one asset historically proven to
survive and thrive during times of chaos—
GOLD!"
- Larry Edelson
Editor, Real Wealth Report
Look inside for …
 The 7 Global Conflicts Catapulting Gold to $5,000 (page #)
 EXPOSED! The Government's Secret War Against YOUR Gold... and the FREE
Report that Protects You... (page #)
 Are these 10 mining stinkers in your portfolio? Better dump them now...
(page#)
 Up an astonishing 458%... 1,371%... 2,528%! — The 6 mining companies
you need to know about (page #)
Plus …
 One of the most important warnings ever for gold and silver investors (page #)
 More than gold: Silver, platinum and palladium TOO! (page #)
 How to get your FREE copy of: A World Gone Mad Prep Guide for Dow 31,000!
(page #)
[Begin sidebar]
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Here’s What Investors Are Saying about Larry Edelson …
“You by far are the most direct speaking and results accountable [analyst] that I
know.”
— D.L., Channahon, IL
“Larry has an amazing insight into what is happening in the world and why. I would
not miss his advice.”
— Maurice K., Winnipeg, Canada
“You have the soundest approach to analyzing developments and coming up with
investment strategies to get good returns and minimize potential losses.”
— Robert K., Houston, TX
“The flow of analysis is way at the top compared to other leading international
advisory services.”
— Rolf H., Macomb, IL
[End sidebar]

Also inside: Over $702 in FREE gifts and discounts!
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